


Christopher Bird. 1993. The Divining Hand: The 500-Year-Old Mystery of Dowsing (the art of searching for water, oil, minerals, and other natural resources or anything lost, missing or badly needed.) Whitford Press. 372 pgs. – classic overview of the history of dowsing. Little on techniques, but the best review of dowsing people and techniques.

Leroy Bull. 2001. The Art and Craft of Map Dowsing: A Workbook. Minute Man Press. 29 pgs. – wonderful introduction and “theory on how we interact with the Universe.” Includes a dozen basic techniques on map dowsing (a form of remote viewing.) This is my favorite book on developing my trust in map dowsing.

Dale Olsen. 1996. Pendulum Charts: Learn to Access your Natural Intuitive Abilities & Take the Guesswork Out of Life. Crystalline Publ. 44 pgs. – a wonderful collection of dowsable pie-charts primarily for use with pendulums. Includes nutritional supplements, allergies, and even car trouble diagnosis. (note there is a new edition with additional charts. His 190 page book, Knowing Your Intuitive Mind, is also recommended)

Kathe Bachler. 1989. Earth Radiation: The Startling discoveries of a Dowser. (New advances in the causation of cancer, allergies, arthritis, learning difficulties and many other diseases.) Wordmasters Ltd. 209 pgs. – classic review of over 11,000 cases of health problems caused by underground unhealthy earth energies which are detectable using dowsing techniques. Especially important for selecting sleeping and work places.
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-Dowsing History

-Basic Tools
Rods/Wands, Pendulums, Device-less Dowsing

- 3+ Levels of Dowsing
1) EM Fields “Dowseable Energy Fields” “-DELS”,
2) Distant/Remote Dowsing,
3) Remote Energy Exchange/Changes

-Ethics- “permission.”
“Can I? May I? Should I?” “need, not greed...”

OR
“Am I able to accurately dowse this question now? May I? Is now an appropriate time to dowse this question?”

- KEYS: (1) Clear Questions
(2) Clear Response/Action
(3)“Relax & Allow...”
**Inside Exercises** - yes/no programming, direction/pointing, counting, quantity, quality, hidden objects, color sensing, chocolate, etc.

**Outside Exercises** - labeled flowing water, underground pipes, well site, bio-fields, subtle energies, septic tank and field lines, magnetic north, hidden rebar, etc.
Recommended Dowsing Websites (4/17)

- **http://wncdowsers.org/** - Appalachian Dowsers, Western North Carolina, ASD chapter page with newsletter, meeting schedules, recommended readings; suggested weblinks.
- **http://lettertorobin.org/** - Letter to Robin, a must read introduction to pendulum dowsing techniques including precise programming. (hard copies available from ASD)
- **http://dowsers.org/** - American Society of Dowsers, includes links to ASD bookstore, state chapter directories, dowsing FAQs, etc.
- **http://britishdowsers.org/** - British Society of Dowsers with links to healing, etc. topics not allowed in USA.
- **http://canadiandowsers.org/** - Canadian Society of Dowsers- many links to dowsing articles; six cool map dowsing experiments.
- **http://questers.ca/** - Canadian Society of Questers “questing” for information… in search of…- with good links. Produces quarterly magazine “The Quester”
- **http://www.geomancy.org/** - Mid-Atlantic Geomancy hosted by Sig Lonegrin and Patrick MacManaway- great site with best dowsing bibliography.
- **http://tomgraves.com.au/** - Author Tom Graves with his on-line articles including “Energy Dowsing: muddling with the mega-patterns.”

**Geopathic Energies**

Kathe Bachler. 1989. *Earth Radiation: The Startling discoveries of a Dowser*. (New advances in the causation of cancer, allergies, arthritis, learning difficulties and many other diseases.). Wordmasters Ltd. 209 pgs. – classic review of over 11,000 cases of health problems caused by underground unhealthy earth energies which are detectable using dowsing techniques. Especially important for selecting sleeping and work places.


**http://www.britishdowsers.org/** - see Earth Energy Group dowsing glossary.


**http://www.geomancy.org/** - Mid-Atlantic Geomancy, Sig Lonegren site.


**http://www.tamar-dowsers.co.uk/articles/history.htm** - Brief History of Dowsing by Don Nolan.

Dowsing the Dragon - Colin Bloy

**http://members.ee.net/jconley/** - Dowsing for Ancient Alignments by James Conley